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Dig`N`Fight. The creatures of the underworld are back!
If you always wanted to be a legendary and feared ruler, RedMoon Studios has
just the right thing for you! The recently introduced game Dig'N'Fight offers
players the unique opportunity to become the most feared and evil ruler of all
times. This free build-and-conquer type game is thematically based on the cult
game classic “Dungeon Keeper” and promises to deliver loads of fun.
The forces of evil have now returned in the form of the latest game from RedMoon
Studios. In Dig'N'Fight the player's objective is to become the undisputed ruler of the
underworld. For this purpose the player must construct an army such as the world has
never seen. The player can satisfy his/her desire for fame and gold by constructing an
undefeatable army made up of 15 types of creatures who are all eager to carry out the
dastardly plans of their master. To become the owner of the largest dungeon, the player
must dig his way through the underworld and construct an immense empire. The
dungeon keeper has thousands of competitors who can be challenged to see who is the
best. If the player would like to join a union of the most cruel and fiendish dungeon
keepers, he/she can join a clan and battle the common enemy.
All players whose greed for gold and fame knows no bounds can register for Dig'N'Fight
at no cost under: www.dignfight.co.uk. There the player will find an entertaining
adventure with many creatures and foes. The structured menu layout enables the player
to quickly grasp the game management. The witty graphical user interface helps the
player on the journey into the unfathomable depths of the underworld.
To play Dig'N'Fight all you need is an internet connection and a PC. No software
installation or downloads are necessary.
Dig'N'Fight delivers lots of fun and surprises.

RedMoon Studios
Red Moon Studios is with over 8.000.000 players one of the most successful online games producer
world wide. Since the launch of our first multiplayer online game in 2002 our portfolio of games has
steadily grown and we gradually expanded at an international level; we currently have our
products placed in 19 countries.
Mission
Our young, innovative, and dynamic team works towards one unique goal: to develop the most
entertaining, innovative, and most enjoyable online games. We work hard to provide our players
with perfect entertainment!
Vision
Our dream is to provide the best entertainment experience everywhere, every time, and for
everyone. Therefore, we are working hard to develop revolutionary techniques and explore new
realms of the entertainment sector to provide our users with the most amazing experience.
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